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Chapter 4

Biophysics of Cadherin Adhesion
Deborah Leckband and Sanjeevi Sivasankar

Abstract Since the identification of cadherins and the publication of the first crystal
structures, the mechanism of cadherin adhesion, and the underlying structural basis
have been studied with a number of different experimental techniques, different classical cadherin subtypes, and cadherin fragments. Earlier studies based on biophysical measurements and structure determinations resulted in seemingly contradictory
findings regarding cadherin adhesion. However, recent experimental data increasingly reveal parallels between structures, solution binding data, and adhesion-based
biophysical measurements that are beginning to both reconcile apparent differences
and generate a more comprehensive model of cadherin-mediated cell adhesion. This
chapter summarizes the functional, structural, and biophysical findings relevant to
cadherin junction assembly and adhesion. We emphasize emerging parallels between
findings obtained with different experimental approaches. Although none of the current models accounts for all of the available experimental and structural data, this
chapter discusses possible origins of apparent discrepancies, highlights remaining
gaps in current knowledge, and proposes challenges for further study.

4.1 Introduction
The assembly and maintenance of intercellular junctions is central to the role of
cadherins in morphogenesis and disease. A challenge is to determine how classical
cadherins assemble junctions, and how sequence differences, mutations, and posttranslational modifications alter this function. Classical cadherins are transmembrane proteins. The extracellular segment, which embeds the adhesive function,
folds into five extracellular (EC) domains, numbered 1–5 from the N-terminal domain (EC1-5) (Fig. 4.1a).
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Fig. 4.1   Cadherin structures. a Crystal structure of the extracellular region of Xenopus C-Cadherin
showing the W2 residue (cyan van der Waals structure) (Boggon and Eck 2004). b Strand-swapped
dimer between E-cadherin EC1-2 fragments. Here the W2 residues (gray van der Waals structures)
bridge the apposing EC1 domains, and the calcium ions are shown as green Van der Waals structures. c X-dimer of the W2A mutant of E-cadherin EC1-2 fragments. The adjacent domains form
a tetrahedral structure with extensive contacts at the inter-domain junction. (Harrison et al. 2010)

The several approaches used to investigate the mechanism of cadherin binding
probe different aspects of cadherin function. Structure determinations contributed
to our present understanding of binding interfaces and global protein organization at
inter-membrane junctions. Static images do not, however, reveal crucial biophysical properties such as kinetic rates, affinities, and adhesion energies that determine
the assembly dynamics and mechanical integrity of intercellular junctions. Thus,
solution binding and mechanical measurements generate complementary mechanistic insights into cadherin functions, but different experimental methods can also
produce seemingly contradictory results. A goal of this review is to summarize investigations of cadherin adhesion, in the context of functional data that must be
accounted for by cadherin binding models. We emphasize, in particular, emerging parallels between diverse experimental findings and the evolving picture of the
mechanism of cadherin adhesion. We also discuss seemingly disparate findings and
their possible origins, and define future challenges towards developing a comprehensive model of cadherin adhesion that accounts for all of the experimental data.

4.2 Characteristics of Cadherin Binding
4.2.1

Trans Cadherin Bonds

We first consider functional signatures, which models of cadherin adhesion must
capture, in order to account for the wide range of experimental data. First, cadherins
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form trans, adhesive bonds with both similar and dissimilar classical cadherins on
apposing cells. This is evidenced by classical cadherins’ ability to promote the
aggregation of nonadhesive cells when those cells are transfected with cadherins
(Nose et al. 1988). Recombinant fragments of the ectodomains of Xenopus cleavage stage C-cadherin, epithelial E-cadherin, and neural N-cadherin all support cell
adhesion to cadherin-coated substrata (Bixby and Zhang 1990; Brieher et al. 1996;
Gavard et al. 2004; Pokutta et al. 1994). This capacity of isolated ectodomains to
support the adhesion of cadherin-expressing cells or to aggregate beads demonstrates the adhesive function and localizes that function to the extracellular domain.

4.2.2 Cis-Interactions and Cadherin Adhesion
Several lines of evidence indicate that cadherins’ adhesive function is also affected
by their lateral organization on cell membranes. This organization occurs at two levels: namely, cis dimerization and the assembly of cadherins into larger scale clusters. Studies of soluble recombinant, ectodomains of C-cadherin as well as C-cadherin expressed on cells provided biochemical evidence for the existence of lateral
dimers (Geng et al. 2004; Kim et al. 2005; Klingelhofer et al. 2002; Takeda et al.
1999; Troyanovsky et al. 2003). The functional significance of cis dimers was first
demonstrated by biochemical studies in which dimers of C-cadherin ectodomains
resulted in greater cell adhesion than did immobilized monomers (Brieher et al.
1996). Atomic force microscopy (AFM) and single molecule fluorescence imaging
also identified dimers and larger 10–250 nm clusters on cell surfaces (Chtcheglova
et al. 2010; Iino et al. 2001). These results suggested that lateral dimerization is
one mechanism to enhance adhesion. It is unclear whether this is due to increased
avidity, which results from an increase in the number of bonds formed, or to the allosteric enhancement of the intrinsic affinity of individual cadherin bonds.
The ability of C-cadherin fragments to form lateral dimers suggests that the ectodomain embeds a cis binding interface(s) (Brieher et al. 1996). However, a distinct
interface that could mediate lateral-dimerization and account for different experimental data has yet to be identified. Potential contacts were identified in some structures (Sect. 4.3.2), but cis-dimers were not detected in biophysical studies of soluble
extracellular domains. (Haussinger et al. 2002; Pokutta et al. 1994; Zhang et al. 2009).
Chemical cross-linking and immunoprecipitation results suggested that lateral
and adhesive bonds may share the same interface (Troyanovsky et al. 2003). Inherent cadherin flexibility could enable cadherins to use the same binding interface for
either cis or trans binding. The ectodomains are often portrayed as rigidly curved
structures, but molecular dynamics simulations (Sotomayor and Schulten 2008) and
electron microscopy images (He et al. 2003; Koch et al. 1999; Pokutta et al. 1994)
indicate that, in the presence of calcium, the ectodomains can adopt other configurations than seen in the crystal lattice (Boggon et al. 2002).
Whether lateral dimerization is an intrinsic property of all classical cadherins remains to be established. The evidence so far suggests that some cadherins can form
cis-dimers, but the distribution of cadherin monomers, dimers, and higher-order
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aggregates is likely to be dynamic, and may depend on cell–cell adhesion. Cadherins also organize into much larger clusters on cell surfaces. Because extensive
clustering requires Myosin II, Ena/VASP, and PIP3 (Gavard et al. 2004; Scott et al.
2006; Smutney et al. 2010), it is unlikely to be an intrinsic property of the cadherin
structure, and will not be considered here.

4.2.3 Role of EC1 in Cadherin-Dependent Cell Adhesion
The importance of EC1 for cadherin adhesion was first demonstrated by studies in
which exchanging EC1 domains of different cadherin subtypes altered cadherindependent segregation of cells that expressed different cadherins. In a cell-sorting
assay, cells that expressed different cadherins at similar levels were shown to segregate away from one another in agitated cell suspensions, but the cells intermixed
when they expressed the same cadherin (Nose et al. 1988). Specifically, cells expressing a chimeric protein, in which the EC1 domain of P-cadherin was replaced
by the EC1 domain from E-cadherin, only formed aggregates with cells that expressed full-length P-cadherin (Nose et al. 1990). This localized the cell binding
specificity to the N-terminal EC1 domain, and suggested that the identity of the
EC1 domain was sufficient to specify cell aggregation patterns.
A variety of domain deletion analyses also supported the essential role of EC1
in cell adhesion (Chappuis-Flament et al. 2001; Shan et al. 2004). For example,
substrata coated with domain deletion fragments that retained EC1-2 also support
the adhesion of cells expressing C-cadherin (Chappuis-Flament et al. 2001). Additionally, cells expressing an N-cadherin mutant that only contained EC1-2 formed
cell–cell aggregates (Shan et al. 2004).

4.2.4 Functional Evidence for Contributions
from Other Regions of Cadherin Ectodomains
Experimental evidence suggests, however, that trans-binding between EC1 domains is not sufficient to account for the range of observed cadherin adhesive behavior. First, EC1 is necessary, but not sufficient, for cadherin-based cell adhesion.
The EC1-2 region of N-cadherin appears to be the minimum fragment necessary for
homophilic adhesion (Shan et al. 2004).
Second, genetic analyses of E-cadherin mutations associated with inherited gastric cancers identified clusters of mutations that are distributed along the entire extracellular domain, both within EC1 and outside of this domain in EC2-5 (Becker
et al. 1999; Berx et al. 1998; Handschuh et al. 1999, 2001; Luber et al. 2000).
Several of these mutants are expressed on the cell surface, but they impair cadherin’s adhesive function to different extents (Becker et al. 1999; Berx et al. 1998).
Intriguingly, several of the most deleterious mutations are within EC2 and EC3
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(Fuchs et al. 2004; Handschuh et al. 1999, 2001; Luber et al. 2000). Mutations at
the EC3-EC4 and EC4-EC5 junctions have a milder affect on adhesion (Handschuh
et al. 1999, 2001; Prakasam et al. 2006a).
Third, aberrant glycosylation alters cadherin-specific cell functions including
cell adhesion, barrier integrity, signaling, and interactions with the cytoskeleton
(Geng et al. 2004; Guo et al. 2009; Jamal et al. 2009; Liwosz et al. 2006; Nita-Lazar
et al. 2010; Pinho et al. 2009, 2011; Zhao et al. 2008a, b). In some cancers, abnormally high N-glycosylation of the membrane-proximal EC4 and EC5 domains of
E-cadherin is associated with impaired intercellular adhesion and signaling. Mutating the eight N-glycosylation sites in the N-cadherin ectodomain increased the
prevalence of dimers on cell membranes and enhanced ERK signaling (Guo et al.
2009). More limited mutagenesis localized N-glycosylation sites having the greatest impact on N-cadherin functions to EC2-3 (Jamal et al. 2009; Liwosz et al. 2006;
Pinho et al. 2011; Zhao et al. 2008a).
Finally, cadherin blocking and activating antibodies have been identified that
recognize membrane proximal EC domains. The E-cadherin blocking antibody
DECMA-1 recognizes membrane proximal domains (Ozawa et al. 1990). An antibody that binds the EC5 domain of C-cadherin also activates strong Xenopus blastomere adhesion, and reverses the inhibitory effect of activin (Zhong et al. 1999).
These several lines of experimental evidence suggest that the entire ectodomain
may contribute to cadherin’s adhesive function in as yet incompletely understood
ways. The following sections discuss structural and biophysical evidence for different cadherin interactions and possible mechanisms accounting for these experimental observations.

4.3 Structural Evidence for Cadherin Interactions
4.3.1 EC1-Domain Interactions
Structural studies of the extracellular domains (EC1-5) and of smaller fragments
identified protein interactions responsible for many of the functional signatures discussed above. A consistently observed interface between EC1 domains in nearly
all crystal structures of classical cadherins is termed the “strand swapped dimer”
(Fig. 4.1b) (Katsamba et al. 2009). Essentially all biophysical and cell adhesion
assays support the view that this is a trans adhesive bond. At this interface, tryptophan at position 2 (W2) inserts into a complementary hydrophobic pocket on EC1
of the apposing protein (Fig. 4.1b). Consistent with this being the central adhesive
interface, mutating the conserved W2 residue to alanine (W2A) substantially reduces cell adhesion in a variety of assays (Pertz et al. 1999; Prakasam et al. 2006a;
Shan et al. 2004; Tamura et al. 1998), however, W2A mutants localize to cell–cell
junctions (Kitagawa et al. 2000; Tamura et al. 1998) and W2A fragments weakly
aggregate beads (Prakasam et al. 2006a). Rotary shadowing electron micrographs
of recombinant E-cadherin ectodomains also showed apparent association at the
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N-terminal tips of the proteins (Pertz et al. 1999; Tomschy et al. 1996). Together,
these experimental findings support the view that this EC1 interface mediates trans
adhesion.
An additional contact seen in crystal structures of the EC1-2 fragment of Ecadherin, T-cadherin, and W2A mutants—termed the “X-dimer” (Fig. 4.1c)—is at
the EC1-2 junction (Ciatto et al. 2010; Harrison et al. 2010; Nagar et al. 1996),
where adjacent proteins interact through extensive nonpolar contacts between EC1
and EC2 domains in a tetrahedral configuration. An interface in the structure of Ecadherin EC1-2 (Nagar et al. 1996) was at first postulated to be a cloning artifact
(Haussinger et al. 2004), but similar contacts in the structures of W2A mutants and
of T-cadherin (Ciatto et al. 2010; Harrison et al. 2010) altered this view. The ability
of mutations at this X-dimer interface to impede the rate of trans-dimerization led
to the hypothesis that this complex is a transient intermediate in the kinetic pathway
to strand dimerization (Harrison et al. 2010). T-cadherin also supports cell–cell adhesion (Ciatto et al. 2010), albeit more weakly than N-cadherin, indicating that this
interface can also resist force.

4.3.2 Structures of Possible Cis Binding Interfaces
Evidence for cis-dimers has also been inferred from crystal packing interfaces and
from electron microscopy images of ectodomains. A potential candidate for a cisbinding interface was observed in the structures of C-, E-, and N-cadherins (Boggon
et al. 2002; Harrison et al. 2011). At this contact, EC1 contacts the EC2 domain of
an adjacent protein in the crystal lattice (Boggon et al. 2002; Harrison et al. 2011).
Mutations at this interface disrupt the organization of cadherin junctions (Harrison
et al. 2011), thus supporting a role for this contact in cadherin ordering at junctions.
Interactions between amino acids within this interface were not, however, confirmed by NMR measurements of E-cadherin EC1-2 (Haussinger et al. 2002), by
electron micrographs of cadherin ectodomains (Pokutta et al. 1994), or by singlemolecule fluorescence measurements (Zhang et al. 2009), indicating that the dissociation constant (Kd) exceeds 1 mM (Harrison et al. 2011). Other contacts in crystal
lattices that were originally attributed to cis interactions include calcium bridging
at the interdomain junction between parallel E-cadherin EC1-2 fragments (Nagar
et al. 1996). In hindsight, this structure was found to be the X-dimer (Fig. 4.1c). Mutating acidic calcium-binding residues at this junction disrupts adhesion (Prakasam
et al. 2006b), although this could be due to perturbations of the X-dimer intermediate or to allosteric perturbation of W2 docking (Harrison et al. 2005; Haussinger
et al. 2002; Sotomayor and Schulten 2008; Vunnam and Pedigo 2011b). Another
potential cis bond involves EC4, which is required for the oligomerization of soluble VE-cadherin ectodomains (Bibert et al. 2002; Hewat et al. 2007; Lambert et al.
2005; Taveau et al. 2008). Intriguingly, only non-glycosylated VE-cadherin appears
to form hexamers (Brasch et al. 2011).
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In addition to structure determinations, several other biophysical approaches were
used to interrogate cadherin function and to test models for cadherin-based cell adhesion. These can be divided generally into solution-binding and adhesion measurements. In solution, freely diffusing cadherins associate under force-independent conditions, but in adhesion measurements, cadherins are confined to surfaces and subject
to force, as they would be at cell–cell junctions. Adhesion-based approaches provide
complementary information about the number, dynamics, and strength of cadherin
bonds. Sections 4.4 and 4.5 describe experimental results obtained with different biophysical methods, and discuss results in the context of structures and of cell adhesion.

4.4 Solution Studies of Cadherin Ectodomain Interactions
4.4.1 Analytical Ultracentrifugation (AUC) Measurements
of Binding Affinities
Affinity differences that are at the heart of type I classical cadherin interactions have
been characterized using Sedimentation Equilibrium and Sedimentation Velocity experiments by Analytical Ultra Centrifugation (AUC). AUC can be used to characterize the hydrodynamic and thermodynamic properties of macromolecules in solution,
by monitoring their sedimentation in a centrifugal field (Lebowitz et al. 2002). In
sedimentation equilibrium experiments, at small centrifugal forces, an equilibrium
is established where sedimentation is balanced by diffusional transport. Analysis of
this sedimentation equilibrium yields information on the molar mass of the proteins,
their states of association, and the free energies of binding (Lebowitz et al. 2002). Alternatively, in a sedimentation velocity experiment, a larger centrifugal force causes
rapid protein sedimentation. Although sedimentation velocity experiments cannot
determine binding affinities, analysis of the evolving concentration gradients can
be used to determine whether the kinetics is fast or slow relative to the time-scale
of the experiment (Lebowitz et al. 2002). In contrast to surface plasmon resonance
(SPR) and other dynamic approaches described below, sedimentation velocity AUC
cannot yield quantitative rate constants, but instead qualitatively assesses whether
the molecules exchange rapidly or slowly within a ~ 45 min period.
Sedimentation equilibrium AUC measurements of the dissociation constant (Kd)
of wild type and mutant classical cadherin homodimerization are summarized in
Table 4.1. These measurements focused on two-domain protein constructs (EC1-2),
except for the full-length ectodomain of C-cadherin (EC1-5), for which the determined Kd for homodimerization was 64 μM (Table 4.1) (Chappuis-Flament et al.
2001). Wild type E-cadherin EC1-2 expressed in mammalian and in bacterial cells
have similar affinities with Kd values of 97 μM (Katsamba et al. 2009) and 80 μM
(Koch et al. 1997), respectively. Sedimentation equilibrium AUC experiments also
show that the solution binding affinity for N-cadherin EC1-2 is fourfold higher than
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Table 4.1   AUC measurements of the dissociation constants for cadherin homodimerization
Protein
Description
Mean Kd (μM) References
C-cadherin EC1-5 construct
WT
Wild type

64

Chappuis-Flament
et al. (2001)

E-cadherin EC1-2 constructs
WT
Wild type
WT
Wild type

80 ± 20
96.5 ± 10

Koch et al. (1997)
Katsamba et al.
(2009)
Ciatto et al. (2010)

WT
W2A
Ala-Ala N-terminal
extension
E89A
Asp-Trp deletion
at N-terminus
K14E
K14S
Y142R
W2A K14E
W2F
A inserted between
2 and 3
AA inserted between
2 and 3
E11D
W2F
P5A P6A
P5S P6S
P5G P6G
P5A
P6A

Wild type
Strand-swap mutant
Strand-swap mutant

98.6 ± 15
916 ± 47
811 ± 97

Strand-swap mutant
Strand-swap mutant

293 ± 11
662 ± 28

X-dimer mutant
X-dimer mutant
X-dimer mutant
Double mutant
Reduced strain on A*/A strand
Reduced strain on A*/A strand

117 ± 8
96.0 ± 1.0
77.4 ± 1.4
Monomer
246 ± 2
1,517 ± 726

Reduced strain on A*/A strand

195 ± 8.6

Enhanced strand-swapping
Reduced strain on A*/A strand
Alternate interface
Alternate interface
Alternate interface
Alternate interface
Alternate interface

71 ± 12
246 ± 2
3.7 ± 0.1
2.9 ± 0.04
2.7 ± 1.68
2.9 ± 2.1
4.8 ± 1.65

N-cadherin EC1-2 constructs
WT
Wild type

25.8 ± 1.5

P5A P6A

3.6 ± 0.2

Alternate interface

Harrison et al.
(2010)

Vendome et al.
(2011)

Katsamba et al.
(2009)
Vendome et al.
(2011)

the E-cadherin EC1-2 at 25°C (Table 4.1) (Katsamba et al. 2009). It is noteworthy
that a fourfold difference is not large relative to the thermal energy, amounting to
only ~ 0.8 kcal/mole at 37°C. Such differences would, however, be amplified by
large numbers of cadherin bonds at junctions.
Sedimentation equilibrium AUC measurements also determined the binding affinities of cadherin mutants that abolish strand swapping. Mutating the conserved
W2 to Ala (W2A) significantly increases the Kd to 916 μM (Table 4.1) (Harrison
et al. 2010). Similarly, strand swapping is stabilized by the formation of a salt
bridge between the side chain of Glu89 and the N-terminus of the swapped strand.
Extending the N terminus (Ala-Ala–extension mutant) or replacing Glu89 with an
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uncharged residue (E89A) eliminates this salt-bridge. Relative to wild type, these
mutants increased the Kd values to 811 and 293 μM, respectively (Harrison et al.
2010). Finally, abolishing the strand swapping entirely, by deleting two N-terminal
residues (‘Asp-Trp deletion’ mutant), which removes the entire swapped structural
element, increased the Kd to 662 μM (Table 4.1) (Harrison et al. 2010).
Mutations that relieve strain in the swapping strand in cadherin monomers also
decrease the dimerization affinity because the short, swapping-strand in the closedmonomer is strained. This is due to its anchorage at one end by the conserved W2
and at the other by a Ca2 +-Glu11 ion pair. This conformational strain provides the
driving force for strand expulsion and swapping (Vendome et al. 2011). Mutating
the conserved W2 to Phe (W2F) decreases strain in the monomer, and increases Kd
to 246.5 μM (Table 4.1) (Vendome et al. 2011). Similarly, increasing the length of
the swapping strand reduces strain, such that inserting one or two alanines increases
the Kd values to 1,517 and 195 μM, respectively (Table 4.1) (Vendome et al. 2011).
On the other hand, increasing the strain by shortening the Glu11 side-chain, while
preserving the Ca2 + -binding site (E11D mutant), reduces the Kd slightly to 71.2 μM
(Table 4.1) (Vendome et al. 2011).
A conserved proline-proline motif in the swapped strand ensures that the cadherin pair cannot form a continuous hydrogen-bonded β-sheet (Vendome et al.
2011; Vunnam and Pedigo 2011a), such that mutating Pro5, Pro6, or both results
in an unnaturally tight dimer. With such E-cadherin mutants, the trans dimerization Kd value decreases by almost two orders of magnitude (Table 4.1) (Vendome
et al. 2011), and the P5AP6A double mutant similarly decreases the N-cadherin
EC1-2 Kd (Vendome et al. 2011). Notably, despite the fourfold difference in affinity between the wild-type proteins, the Kd values of the double mutants of E- and
N-cadherin are essentially identical (Vendome et al. 2011).
In contrast to strand-swapping mutants, AUC experiments show that mutants
that cannot form X-dimers have Kd values that are virtually indistinguishable from
wild type protein (Table 4.1) (Harrison et al. 2010). This suggests that the thermodynamics of strand dimerization is not substantially affected by X-dimer interface
mutations (Harrison et al. 2010), which instead primarily affect the rate of equilibration. Sedimentation velocity AUC experiments showed that the wild-type protein
shows sedimentation behavior characteristic of rapidly exchanging monomer-dimer
equilibrium, whereas the X-dimer mutants exhibit a slowly exchanging equilibrium, where little inter-conversion between monomers and dimers occurs on the
measurement timescale (~ 45 min) (Harrison et al. 2010).

4.4.2 Surface Plasmon Resonance (SPR) Measurements
of Relative Binding Affinities
Surface Plasmon Resonance (SPR) (Homola 2008) measurements compared relative homophilic and heterophilic Kd values of classical cadherins (Katsamba et al.
2009). SPR quantifies the time-dependent change in ligand binding to immobilized
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receptors, as ligand solution is flown over the receptor-coated sensor chip. From
these data, one can obtain association and dissociation rates, as well as the affinities for simple receptor-ligand binding. However, determinations of affinities between molecules that also dimerize in solution are complicated by the two competing equilibria. Obtaining quantitative homophilic cadherin Kd values required more
complicated analyses of binding kinetics and equilibria, so that it was only possible
to determine relative dissociation constants (Katsamba et al. 2009). In agreement
with the AUC measurements (Table 4.1), the homophilic dimerization Kd of Ncadherin EC1-2 was lower than the Kd of E-cadherin EC1-2 (Katsamba et al. 2009).
The relative Kd for the heterophilic interaction between N- and E-cadherin is intermediate between the homophilic values (Katsamba et al. 2009).
SPR measurements similarly explored the effect of strand-dimer and X-dimer
mutations on cadherin Kd values (Harrison et al. 2010). Although wild type Ecadherin EC1-2 forms homo-dimers, the K14E X-dimer mutant does not interact
with either the immobilized K14E mutant or the wild type protein (Harrison et al.
2010). In agreement with sedimentation velocity AUC experiments, this suggests
that the association rate for the dimerization of X-dimers mutants is very slow
(Harrison et al. 2010).

4.4.3 Single-Molecule Fluorescence Measurements
of Classical Cadherin Conformation
Fluorescence-based techniques like Förster Resonance Energy Transfer (also
known as Fluorescence Resonance Energy Transfer or FRET) (Roy et al. 2008) and
sub nanometer single-molecule localization (Pertsinidis et al. 2010) have been used
to measure the conformation of pairs of isolated cadherin molecules. In a FRET
experiment, the cadherins are tagged on a specific EC domain with one of two
fluorescent dyes, called donor and acceptor dyes respectively (Figs. 4.2a, c). The
cadherins are allowed to interact and the distance between the fluorescent probes is
measured with nanometer resolution. Dyes separated by more than ~10 nm do not
interact, and the donor emits photons upon its excitation by laser. However if the
two dyes are closer than ~10 nm, then the donor transfers its energy to the acceptor,
which emits photons of a different wavelength. By monitoring the relative intensities of the donor and acceptor fluorescence, nanometer scale distance changes can
be resolved (Roy et al. 2008). In single-molecule localization, fluorescent dyes are
attached to a specific EC domain, the position of the dyes are localized with sub
nanometer resolution, and the distance between these domains in the cadherin complex is determined (Pertsinidis et al. 2010).
Single molecule FRET measurements between soluble cadherins labeled on the
N-terminal domain (Fig. 4.2a) showed that, in the presence of Ca2 +, a majority
of cadherin monomers homodimerize via their EC1 domains (Fig. 4.2b) (Zhang
et al. 2009). Since these experiments could not differentiate between cadherins
interacting in cis or in trans orientations, recombinant dimers were engineered to
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Fig. 4.2   Adapted from (Zhang et al. 2009). a Trans-dimers formed between E-cadherin monomers
fluorescently labeled on the EC1 domains. b The majority of trans-dimers in 1.0 mM Ca2 + exhibit
a FRET value of 0.8, which corresponds to a distance of 4 nm between EC1 domains. c Fluorescently labeled E-cadherins placed in a close cis orientation (cadherin-Fc dimer construct).
d E-cadherin-Fc dimers in 1.0 mM Ca2 + exhibit very few events with a FRET efficiency above 0.5,
indicating that these proteins do not form a cis bond

force the ectodomains into a close cis-orientation (Chappuis-Flament et al. 2001).
The outermost domain of the resulting cis dimers were then dual-labeled with donor
and acceptor fluorophores (Fig. 4.2c), and the distance between them was monitored by FRET. In this case, the FRET signals indicated that, although the cadherins
were in close proximity, they did not interact in cis (Fig. 4.2d) (Zhang et al. 2009).
Similar studies investigated the reaction pathway for trans dimerization (Sivasankar et al. 2009). Two alternative pathways for tryptophan exchange have been
proposed (Miloushev et al. 2008). In the induced-fit pathway, cadherin monomers with buried W2 residues, form a W2-independent, initial encounter complex
(Fig. 4.1c). Subsequent conformational changes result in W2 strand swapping. In
the selected-fit pathway, cadherin monomers adopt an “active” conformation that
exposes the W2 residues before binding. Subsequent collisions between “activated”
cadherin monomers result in the formation of a stand-swapped dimer. In order to
resolve these questions regarding the strand exchange mechanism, the W2A mutant
was used to block the selected-fit pathway (Sivasankar et al. 2009). Thus individual
W2A mutants would only interact, if the cadherins dimerized via an induced-fit
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mechanism. Because W2A mutants cannot proceed to the strand-swapped dimer,
this strategy kinetically captured the initial encounter complex, which was detected
and characterized by single molecule FRET. This result strongly suggests that cadherins initially interact via their outermost domains to form an initial encounter
complex (Sivasankar et al. 2009), which is likely to be the X-dimer.
An ultra-stable, sub nanometer, single-molecule localization microscope was recently used to measure inter subunit distances of E-cadherin dimers cross-linked
in solution (Pertsinidis et al. 2010). The EC5 domain of the cadherins was labeled
with fluorescent dye and the distance between the EC5 domains was measured. In
the presence of Ca2 +, a majority of E-cadherin dimers adopted an extended transconformation (EC5-EC5 distance = 32.2 nm) (Pertsinidis et al. 2010), consistent
with the crystal structure of the C-cadherin ectodomain (Boggon et al. 2002). A
smaller population had an EC5-EC5 distance of ≈ 25 nm, which may be an alternative conformation due to flexibility of the dimer complex and/or association of the
inner domains. In agreement with single molecule FRET and NMR studies (Haussinger et al. 2002; Zhang et al. 2009), there was no evidence for cis-dimerization in
solution (Pertsinidis et al. 2010).

4.5 Adhesion Based Studies of Cadherin Interactions
The capacity for cadherin bonds to resist force is a central function of classical
cadherins such that adhesion-based measurements provide additional, functionally
relevant information about the dynamics and strengths of cadherin bonds. The physics of the force-dependent rupture of noncovalent, bonds enables determinations of
different dynamic and physical properties of protein bonds that complement forceindependent measurements such as solution binding affinities (Sect. 4.4). Mechanical measurements use force to accelerate bond failure, and the rupture force (bond
strength) reflects the activation energy for unbinding, intrinsic dissociation rate, and
the shape of the interaction potential (Dudko 2009; Dudko et al. 2006, 2008; Evans
and Ritchie 1997). Force measurements can also quantify protein-mediated adhesion energies directly (Leckband and Israelachvili 2001). The principals of typical force measurement approaches and the information they provide are reviewed
elsewhere (Evans 1998; Evans and Calderwood 2007; Leckband and Israelachvili
2001).

4.5.1 Surface Force Apparatus Measurements
The surface force apparatus quantifies the interaction energy between two surfaces, as a function of the separation distance, within ± 0.1 nm (Israelachvili 1992;
Israelachvili and Adams 1978; Leckband and Israelachvili 2001). This approach
has been used extensively to study the interactions of several proteins (Johnson
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et al. 2004, 2005b; Leckband et al. 1995a, b, 2011; Leckband and Prakasam 2006;
Menon et al. 2009; Sivasankar et al. 1998, 2001; Yeung et al. 1999; Zhu et al.
2003), including cadherins. In several examples, including CD2, CD58, antibodies, streptavidin, the immune proteins DC-SIGN and DC-SIGNR, cytochrome b5
and cytochrome c, and the protein dimensions measured with this approach agreed
quantitatively with crystallographic data (Bayas et al. 2007; Johnson et al. 2004,
2005a; Leckband 2000; Leckband et al. 1994, 1995b, 2011; Yeung et al. 1999; Zhu
et al. 2002).
Surface force measurements of the distance-dependence of interactions between
opposing cadherin monolayers identified three main features of cadherin binding.
First, the measurements identified three distinct cadherin bonds that require different EC domains (Sivasankar et al. 2001; Zhu et al. 2003). Second, they quantified
differences between adhesion energies of cadherin subtypes (Prakasam et al. 2006b).
Third, they demonstrated that cadherin subtypes cross-react with heterophilic adhesion energies that are intermediate between those of homophilic bonds (Leckband
and Prakasam 2006; Prakasam et al. 2006b). Further investigations explored the
impact of cancer-associated, calcium-site mutations (Prakasam et al. 2006a) and of
N-glycosylation (unpublished) on cadherin adhesion.
The distance dependent force between oriented monolayers of C- and N-cadherin
ectodomains immobilized on supported lipid membranes (Fig. 4.3a) detected three
adhesive interactions that occur at three, distinct membrane separations (Fig. 4.3b).
These three cadherin adhesions were separated by ~ 4 nm—the length of one EC
domain (Prakasam et al. 2006b; Zhu et al. 2003). Although the existence of multiple adhesive bonds was initially unexpected, two of the three bonds identified
are consistent with current structural data. Adhesion at the membrane separation of
39 nm requires EC1 (Zhu et al. 2003) and W2 (Shi et al. 2010), and is at a distance
consistent with a strand-swapped dimer under tension (Sotomayor and Schulten
2008). Adhesion at the separation of 32 nm requires EC1-2, but not W2 (Shi et al.
2010), and is at a distance that is geometrically consistent with the X-dimer complex (Fig. 4.3b) (Hong et al. 2011). The third and strongest adhesion measured under these conditions requires EC3, and is at a membrane distance (26 nm) at which
EC3 domains could interact directly.
Studies of the impact of cancer-associated mutations at calcium binding sites
in E-cadherin revealed the functional consequences of mutations far from the
EC1 domain in the cadherin sequence. Alanine substitutions at D103 and D134
in EC1-2 of E-cadherin ablated EC1-EC1 adhesion and reduced EC3-dependent
adhesion (Prakasam et al. 2006a). In comparison with the X-dimer structure and
with solution binding studies of N-cadherin D103A and D134A mutants (Prasad
and Pedigo 2005; Vunnam and Pedigo 2011b), the D103A mutant likely inhibits X-dimer formation: this mutant retains the interdomain structure but does not
form the strand swapped dimer (Vunnam and Pedigo 2011b). The D134A mutant
abolishes all calcium binding at the junction and hence the X-dimer intermediate (Prakasam et al. 2006a; Vunnam and Pedigo 2011b), but the effect of these
mutations on EC3-dependent adhesion also suggests that these perturbations affect distant sites in the protein. These findings provided evidence for long-ranged
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Fig. 4.3   Summary of force-based measurements of cadherin interactions. a Sample configuration
used in surface force measurements. The distance, D, is the separation between lipid membranes.
C-cadherin extracellular domains with C-terminal His tags were immobilized on supported lipid
bilayers. The outer membrane leaflet contains di-lauryl glycerol ester ( DLGE) with nitrile-triacetic-acid head groups ( NTA-DLGE) mixed with di-lauryl-phosphatidyl-choline ( DLPC ). The
lipid adjacent to the mica is di-lauryl-phosphatidyl-ethanolamine ( DLPE). b Force normalized by
the radius of the curved substrate, F/R versus the distance between the membranes. Forces were
measured during approach ( colored symbols) and during separation ( black symbols). The outward
directed arrows indicate the three distinct positions at which the ectodomains adhere, and the
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inter-domain cooperativity, which could play a role in propagating binding information to the cytoplasmic domain.
Consistent with long-range interdomain cooperativity, the D216A mutation at the
EC2-3 junction (Handschuh et al. 1999, 2001) is far from all postulated trans and
cis binding interfaces, but it reduces cell–cell adhesion, increases migration, and
is associated with aggressive metastatic gastric tumors (Becker et al. 1999; Handschuh et al. 1999, 2001). This mutation did not significantly perturb the E-cadherin
ectodomain structure (Prakasam et al. 2006a), but it eliminated EC1-EC1 adhesion
and significantly weakened the EC3-dependent bond. This both demonstrated the
protein-level impact of these mutations on cell adhesion and demonstrated the longranged structural effect of the perturbations.
Taken together, the force-distance measurements identified distinct, adhesive
interactions at different membrane distances that require different EC domains
(Fig. 4.3b). Except for the EC3-dependent interaction, two of these adhesions are
compatible with existing structural and solution binding data. The outermost bond
is the strand-swapped dimer: it requires W2 and fails at the membrane separation
compatible with the complex under tension (Sotomayor and Schulten 2008). The
existence of additional interactions beyond EC1 was initially controversial, but the
bond at the intermediate distance is geometrically consistent with the recently identified X-dimer (Hong et al. 2011; Leckband and Prakasam 2006).
Homophilic adhesion energies attributed to the strand-swapped dimer between
chicken N-, canine E-, and Xenopus C-cadherin ectodomains differed by at most
fourfold. Homophilic E-cadherin adhesion exceeded N-cadherin adhesion, and differs from relative solution binding affinities (Katsamba et al. 2009). However, these
adhesion data were corroborated by single molecule measurements (Shi et al. 2008)
(Sect. 4.5.2) and by measured cadherin affinities at the cell surface (Sect. 4.5.3).
The difference in relative magnitudes of E- and N-cadherin adhesion in the context
of solution binding data could be due to sequence differences between the cadherin
subtypes used.
Heterophilic interactions similarly exhibited multiple adhesive bonds at quantitatively identical spacing as the homophilic bonds (Prakasam et al. 2006b). The
quantified EC1-dependent adhesion energies were intermediate between those of
pull-off force, indicated by the outward directed arrows, gives the adhesion. c AFM set up showing the probe tip and substrate with sparsely immobilized cadherin ectodomains. d Force versus
tip-surface separation curves in an AFM measurement. In the absence of adhesion, the trace is flat
( top), but the formation of a single bond causes the force to increase ( dip) and then snap back to
zero at bond rupture. e Force histograms measured between EC12 ( top) and EC1-4 ( bottom) fragments. The solid lines are Gaussian fits to models for two ( top) and three bonds ( bottom). f Micropipette manipulation experiment. Two cells are aspirated into apposed pipettes ( top) and then
repetitively brought in and out of contact. The test cell expresses cadherin ( bottom). A red blood
cell is covalently modified with monoclonal anti-Fc antibody, which captures Fc-tagged cadherin
dimers ( bottom). g Binding probability time courses. The top panel shows the theoretical binding
probability for the strand swapping mechanism. The cadherin binding kinetics exhibit a fast initial
rise to P ~ 0.5, followed by a 2–5 s lag, and a second rise to a higher binding probability at P ~ 0.7.
The solid line through the data is the fit of the first binding step to the strand-swap mechanism
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the homophilic bonds (Prakasam et al. 2006b), as was later also shown qualitatively
by SPR (Katsamba et al. 2009).

4.5.2 Single Molecule Bond Rupture Measurements
Single molecule AFM measurements quantify the forces to rupture single proteinligand, e.g. cadherin-cadherin bonds as a function of the rate at which the bonds
are pulled. In measurements with cadherins, the proteins are attached to the small
tip of a cantilever in the AFM and to an opposing surface (Fig. 4.3c). Sparsely immobilized proteins adhere when the cantilever is brought into contact with sparse
proteins on the test surface, and retracting the cantilever increases the force on the
bond, until it fails (Fig. 4.3d). Bond rupture events are stochastic, so that histograms of rupture forces are generated from hundreds of measurements (Fig. 4.3e).
In typical bond rupture measurements, referred to as force spectroscopy, the most
probable rupture force depends on the rate of pulling, the bond dissociation rate,
and the distance between the ground state and the transition state (Dudko 2009;
Dudko et al. 2006; Evans and Ritchie 1997; Suzuki and Dudko 2010). Analyses
of these force histograms determine the number of distinct bonds formed, their
strengths, and the bond dissociation rates (Dudko 2009; Dudko et al. 2006, 2007,
2008; Evans 2001; Evans and Ritchie 1997, Evans and Calderwood 2007). Alternatively, bond lifetimes determined under constant force (“force-clamp”) generate
similar, complementary information (Bayas et al. 2006). Four, independent research
groups used single molecule force measurements to investigate both homophilic
and heterophilic cadherin interactions (Baumgartner et al. 2000; Bayas et al. 2006;
du Roure et al. 2006; Perret et al. 2004; Shi et al. 2008, 2010; Tsukasaki et al. 2007).
Single molecule studies mainly compared binding characteristics of EC1-5, EC
domain deletions, and W2A mutants of different classical cadherins. Findings with
EC1-2 fragments are consistent with solution-based measurements, cadherin structures, and force-distance measurements. E-cadherin forms multiple, independent
bonds with a hierarchy of strengths and dissociation rates (Perret et al. 2004). Force
histograms measured between EC1-2 fragments of C-cadherin or E-cadherin identified two, weak bonds with fast dissociation rates (Fig. 4.3e, top) (Bayas et al. 2006;
Perret et al. 2004; Shi et al. 2010). One of the bonds requires W2 (Shi et al. 2010).
In light of structural data, the W2-independent interaction is likely the X-dimer.
The measured strength of the putative X-dimer is ~ 25% that of the strand swapped
dimer, when the rupture forces were quantified at similar pulling rates (Sivasankar
et al. 2009). Force spectroscopy measurements (Sect. 4.4) also indicate that the
W2-independent bond is weaker, at the pulling rates examined (Shi et al. 2010).
However, further studies at different forces and with different proteins, e.g. K14E
X-dimer mutant would conclusively define the kinetic and mechanical properties of
these two EC1-2 bonds.
In addition to the two, EC1-2 dependent bonds, force histograms measured with
full length EC1-5 domains of canine, human, and mouse E-cadherin (Perret et al.
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2004; Shi et al. 2008; Tsukasaki et al. 2007), chicken N-cadherin (Shi et al. 2008),
and Xenopus C-cadherin (Bayas et al. 2006; Shi et al. 2008) form an additional,
stronger bond with a slow dissociation rate. Xenopus C-cadherin EC1245, which
lacks EC3, only exhibited two weak, fast bonds as observed with EC1-2, suggesting that this third interaction requires EC3 in some way (Shi et al. 2010). This
result corroborated surface force measurements with the same proteins (Shi et al.
2010; Zhu et al. 2003). AFM measurements of C-cadherin domain deletion mutants
EC1-3, EC1-4, and EC1-5 also exhibited three, distinct peaks in force histograms
(Fig. 4.3e, bottom) (Shi et al. 2010). The strength of the third, additional interaction
increases with the ectodomain length (Shi et al. 2010), indicating that EC4 and EC5
augment this third bond, possibly by stabilizing the binding interface.

4.5.3 Kinetic Measurements of Cadherin-Mediated
Cell–Cell Binding
An alternative approach to both force measurements and solution-binding studies
uses micropipette manipulation to quantify the kinetics of binding between single
cells that are partially aspirated into apposing micropipettes (Fig. 4.3f ). The intercellular binding probability is the number of cell–cell binding events divided by
the total number of times the cells are repetitively brought into contact, and reflects
the number of intercellular bonds (Chesla et al. 1998). The time-dependence of
the binding probability depends on the binding mechanism, the kinetic rates and
affinities, the contact time, and the cell–cell contact area (Chesla et al. 1998). The
two-dimensional affinities and dissociation rates of adhesion proteins on the cell
membrane are determined from fits of the data to kinetic rate equations that describe
mathematically the postulated binding mechanism. Such measurements determined
the two-dimensional affinities and kinetic rates for several proteins, including selectins, T-cell/MHC, integrins, MHC/CD8, and C-cadherin (Chen et al. 2008; Chesla
et al. 2000; Chien et al. 2008; Huang et al. 2004, 2007, 2010; Long et al. 2001; Piper
et al. 1998; Williams et al. 2001; Zhang et al. 2005).
For simple receptor-ligand interactions such as the strand swapping mechanism,
the binding probability is described by a simple exponential that rises smoothly to a
limiting plateau (Fig. 4.3g, top) (Chien et al. 2008). However, the binding kinetics
of Xenopus C-cadherin occurs in two stages: an initial fast step with a low binding
probability is followed by a lag or induction phase and then a subsequent rise to
a second, higher binding probability (Fig. 4.3g, bottom) (Chien et al. 2008). This
kinetic signature was measured with Xenopus C-cadherin (Chien et al. 2008); human and canine E-cadherin; chicken, mouse, and human N-cadherin (unpublished).
Similar results were obtained for both homophilic and heterophilic binding.
C-cadherin domain deletions identified domains necessary for the two kinetic
steps. The C-cadherin EC1-2 and EC1245 fragments only displayed the fast, initial binding step (Chien et al. 2008), which is attributed to strand swapping. The
strand exchange model also describes the EC12 and EC1245 kinetic profiles and the
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Table 4.2   Two dimensional homodimerization affinities and dissociation rates from cell binding
kinetics
Cadherin on Test Density
Cadherin-Fc
Density
2D Affinity
Dissociation
Cell
(#/μm2)
on Red Cell
(#/μm2)
(× 10− 4 μm2)
rate (s− 1)
C-cadherin
C-cadherin
C-cadherin
C-cadherin W2A
N-cadherin
E-cadherin
C-cadherin
C-cadherin
N-cadherin

18
7
7
24
15
16
14
18
16

C-cadherin
C-EC1245
C-EC12
C-cadherin
N-cadherin
E-cadherin
N-cadherin
E-cadherin
E-cadherin

10
10
155
452
69
44
38
33
33

11 ± 2
30 ± 9
1.4 ± 0.5
0.12 ± 0.05
1.9 ± 0.3
3.3 ± 0.5
3.5 ± 0.2
3.3 ± 0.9
2.6 ± 0.4

0.6 ± 0.2
0.3 ± 0.1
0.9 ± 0.2
0.10 ± 0.03
1.1 ± 0.4
1.0 ± 0.3
1.3 ± 0.3
1.3 ± 0.4
1.2 ± 0.5

first binding step measured with EC1-5 (Fig. 4.3g, bottom). Model fits to the data
thus determine the two-dimensional (2D) binding affinity and dissociation rates for
EC1-EC1 bonds (Table 4.2). The EC12-dependent affinities for EC1245 and EC1-5
were identical, but the EC1-2 affinity was ~20 fold lower. The latter difference may
be partly due to protein length differences, which affect two-dimensional affinities
(Huang et al. 2004). The W2A mutation altered the kinetic profile relative to the
wild type protein, and the residual binding affinity, which is presumably due to Xdimerization, was ~ 100 fold lower (Chien et al. 2008) (Table 4.2).
Studies of C-cadherin domain deletion mutants showed that EC3 is necessary
for the second rise to the high probability state observed with EC1-5. This kinetic
profile cannot be described by a proposed transient intermediate (Harrison et al.
2010), suggesting that a different mechanism, possibly involving cis interactions,
underlies this behavior. Consistent with this notion, a glycosylation mutant that alters the prevalence of N-cadherin dimers on the cell surface (Guo et al. 2009) also
changes the kinetics in a manner suggesting that the second step involves lateral
dimerization (unpublished). Kinetic analyses also suggest that initial cell–cell binding nucleates the second step. These findings are qualitatively consistent with recent
simulations, which suggest that initial trans binding facilitates cis dimerization in
intermembrane gaps (Wu et al. 2010, 2011).

4.6 Conclusions and Future Directions
Accumulating experimental data are revealing several parallels between structures,
solution-binding data, and adhesion measurements that reconcile in part what previously appeared to be contradictory findings (Fig. 4.4). The EC1-2 domains are
the most extensively studied fragments, and studies provide the greatest qualitative
agreement among different experimental measurements. All approaches identified a
W2-dependent interaction between EC1 domains that is consistent with the strandswapped dimer. Single molecule AFM, surface force measurements, FRET, and
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Fig. 4.4   Comparison of current biophysical and structural data. The structures of the trans and
X-dimers ( center) are compared with cadherin binding signatures from three different biophysical
measurements discussed in the text. The red arrows highlight the correspondence between solution binding and/or geometrical/structural characteristics of the trans or X-dimer ( center) and the
different features in surface force measurements ( top), AFM data ( bottom left), and cell binding
kinetics ( bottom right)

intercellular binding kinetics also identified a W2-independent interaction between
EC1-2 fragments (Bayas et al. 2006; Chien et al. 2008; Harrison et al. 2010; Perret
et al. 2004; Prakasam et al. 2006a; Shi et al. 2010; Sivasankar et al. 2009), which is
consistent with the X-dimer interface (Ciatto et al. 2010; Harrison et al. 2010). The
W2-independent middle bond detected in force-distance measurements is geometrically consistent with the X-dimer (Hong et al. 2011; Shi et al. 2010; Sivasankar
et al. 2001; Zhu et al. 2003). As summarized below, some differences remain. We
discuss studies that may further reconcile the diverse observations discussed in this
chapter, and generate a comprehensive functional and structural understanding of
classical cadherins.
First, one apparent difference between experimental results is the low affinity
and short lifetime of the X-dimer measured under force-independent conditions
(Harrison et al. 2010) compared with surface force measurements (Bayas et al.
2006; Leckband and Sivasankar 2000; Perret et al. 2004; Shi et al. 2010). There
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are, however, increasing examples of differences between equilibrium binding and
adhesion-based measurements, most notably in the case of catch bonds, which have
no apparent strength in the absence of force but strengthen when pulled (Marshall
et al. 2003; Thomas 2008, 2009; Zhu et al. 2008). The adhesive behavior of catch
bonds, rather than the solution binding affinity, is the functionally relevant property
(Marshall et al. 2003; Thomas 2008, 2009; Zhu et al. 2008). It will be interesting to
determine whether cadherins also exhibit catch bond behavior.
A second issue concerns the existence of a unique cis dimer interface and the
possible role(s) of domains other than EC1-2. A cis interface that was postulated on
the basis of several crystal structures (Harrison et al. 2011), was not confirmed by
solution NMR (Haussinger et al. 2002), electron microscopy (Pokutta et al. 1994),
or fluorescence (Zhang et al. 2009). By contrast, a possible role for EC3-5 is supported by biophysical data, and could explain the impact of N-glycosylation mutants on cis dimerization (Guo et al. 2009). A functional interface involving EC3-5
could also account for the effect of D216A at the EC2/EC3 junction on adhesion
(Handschuh et al. 1999), the disruption of various E-cadherin-dependent functions
by EC4 and EC5 hyper-glycosylation (Jamal et al. 2009; Pinho et al. 2011; Zhao
et al. 2008a), or inhibition of E-cadherin adhesion by the DECMA-1 blocking antibody (Ozawa et al. 1990). The conundrum is due in part to the current absence of
structural evidence for EC3-5 interactions, despite experimental evidence that this
region affects adhesion. At the same time, the cis interface proposed on the basis
of structures (Harrison et al. 2011; Wu et al. 2010) has not been verified by other
approaches (Haussinger et al. 2002; Pokutta et al. 1994; Sivasankar et al. 2009).
Further studies are needed to resolve these findings.
Third, physical chemical differences between molecular interactions in solution
(3D) versus inter-membrane gaps (2D) also likely affect experimental outcomes.
The effect of molecular confinement on protein folding is well known (Cheung
et al. 2005; Cheung and Thirumalai 2007; Dhar et al. 2010), but the impact on protein functions at cell–cell junctions is only recently attracting attention. Functionally significant differences between 3D and 2D affinities are not explained solely
by simple geometric corrections. Molecular length, cell topology, clustering, and
lateral diffusivity also affect 2D affinities (Chen et al. 2008; Huang et al. 2004;
Williams et al. 2001). Computer simulations suggest that molecular confinement
could facilitate weak lateral cadherin interactions. Although this could enhance the
putative cis interaction seen in structures (Wu et al. 2011), it could also promote
other EC domain interactions for which biophysical evidence exists. For example,
the two-stage kinetic signature (Fig. 4.3g), which may involve cis interactions, requires EC3-5 (Chien et al. 2008). As yet, there is no comprehensive, experimentally
testable theoretical model for cadherin binding. Consequently, there is currently
no method for testing models that might reconcile apparent differences between
experimentally measured adhesion and solution binding data.
So far, a complete picture has yet to emerge that reconciles all of the available structural and functional data. However, new structures, additional biophysical studies, and now computer simulations continue to generate new insights into
cadherin binding mechanisms. Some differences have yet to be resolved, but recent
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results demonstrate the increasing consistencies between experimental findings and
highlight physical chemical bases for experimental outcomes.
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